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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let B - -  (b~j) • R n×n. We wr i teB > O (B >_ O) if allb~j > 0 (b~j >_ 0). And we sayB is 
positive (nonnegative) if B > O (B _> O). The following Perron's theorem is fundamental. 
THEOREM 1. (See [1].) Let B • R nxn and B > O. Then 
(a) p(B) > O, 
(b) p(B) is an aIgebraically simple eigenvalue of B; 
(c) there is a positive vector x such that Bx = p(B)x. 
p(B) in Theorem 1 is called the Perron root of B. 
These results have many applications. One elegant and useful application is to obtain an 
eigenvalue inclusion region for a matrix A. 
THEOREM 2. (See [1].) Let A = (a~j) be a complex matr/x of order n. Let B = (bij) • R n×~ 
dominate A, i.e., b~j >_ [a/j[. Then aJ1 eigenvalues of A are contained in 
{z • C : Iz - a~d <_ p(B) - b~}. (1) 
i=1  
REMARK 1. The proof of Theorem 2 does not require the assumption bii >_ la~il. But this is not 
a substantive point and the extra freedom cannot improve (1). In fact, one can replace B in (1) 
by c~I + B with a a suitable real number, while the right-hand side of the inequalities in (1) turns 
to be p(aI + B) - (a + b~) but preserves the value p(B) - b~i. 
Since there are various methods for estimating the spectral radius of nonnegative matrices, 
Ky Fan's theorem is useful in practice as well as in theories. Besides Ky Fan's theorem, there 
are other theorems on inclusion regions of eigenvalues. For example, Gerschgorin's disk theorem, 
Brauer's theorem and Brualdi's theorem are often quoted in literature [1]. 
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Estimation of singular values is also important in theory and practice. One may suggest hat 
we should apply the above cited theorems to A*A to get the estimates for singular values of A. 
However, this approach leads to complicated sums of products of pairs of entries of A and is badly 
conditioned for estimating the smallest singular value. (See [2,3].) In literature there are efforts 
to avoid the product A'A ,  see [3,4]. For example, in [4] a Gerschgorin-type r sult is presented. 
THEOREM 3. Let A = (aij) E C nxn. Then all singular values of A are contained in 
U Bi, with B, = [(ai - si)+ ,ai + s,] C R, (2) 
i=1 
where 
u+=max(0 ,  u), s i=max( r i , c i ) ,  and a i=la~i l ,  i=1 ,2 , . . . ,n .  (3) 
For convenience in practice and completeness in theories, one may inquire the possibility of 
results on singular values that are analogous to Ky Fan, Brauer, and Brualdi's results on matrix 
eigenvalues. 
In this note, we shall present positive answers to the former two but negative answer to the 
latter one. 
THEOREM 4. Let A = (aij) • C nxn and nonnegative matrix B = (bij) • R nxn > 0 satisfying 
bij > max{[aij], [aji[} (Vi # j). Then all the singular values of A are contained in 
n 
U {z: Iz - a,I < ;(B) - b , i}NR +, (4) 
i=1 
where p(B) is the spectral radius orB and ai denotes [aiil (i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  n). As usual, R + denotes 
the set of nonnegative reM numbers. 
THEOREM 5. Let A = (aij) E C n×n. Then a11 singular values of A are contained in 
n 
U {z :  Iz - a,I Iz - a j l  < s,s } N .+ (5) 
i , j= l  
i#j 
The proofs of Theorems 4 and 5 are in Section 2. Illustrative xamples and comments on the 
conjecture of Brualdi-type result are in Sections 3 and 4. 
2.  PROOFS AND FURTHER D ISCUSSIONS 
LEMMA 1. Let c, ~? E C with [~/[ < 1. And let a E R. Then 
I~ - I c l l  < max{ l~ - ~cl ,  I~  - e l}.  (6) 
PROOF. If a _> [c I, then 
If a < lel, then 
I~ - Icll _< I1~1~ - Icll ~< I~ - el. 
IG - Icll _< I~ - I~llcll ~< I~ - ~el. 
The proof is completed. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 4. 
x = (Xl,X2,.. . ,xn) T and y = (Yl ,Y2, . . . ,Yn)  T such that 
Let a be a singular value of A. Then there exist two nonzero vectors 
ax = A'y ,  ay = Ax, (7) 
(see [1]). 
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Suppose that B = (bo) > O satisfies the assumption in the statement of the Theorem 4. 
We first consider the case when B > O. Theorem 1 implies that there exists a vector u = 
(U l ,U2, . . .  ,un)  T such that ui > 0, (Vi) and Bu = p(B)u .  
Let xi = x i /u i ,  ~li = y ju i .  Then (7) implies 
I2 




a~li = E ai jx j  u"-~, ' 
j=l  
i = 1 ,2 , . . . ,n .  Thus 
uj 
I o~, - a,,9,l -< ~ l a3 ,119 j l  ~,  (8) 
u,f 
Io9~ - a~.~d _< ~ laol I-~1 ~,  (9 )  
i = 1 ,2 , . . . ,n .  Denote zi = max{i~d, I~)d}. Let p be an index such that zv = max{zj : 1 < 
j _< n}. Clearly zp > 0. Without loss of generality, we assume that zp = I/)p[ >- I&p[ • (When 
Zp = lYcpl > [!]pl, the arguments are similar.) Write 7/= Ycv/t) p. The pth inequalities in (8) and (9) 
imply 
uj 
I~n - appl zp < ~ la~p119jl--, 
j#p up 
I~ - %phi zp < ~ I%jl I~jl u~. 
J#p up 
Thus 
Ion awl < ~ la~pl uj 
j#p up 
Io" - appvl _< ~ I%jl u~. up JCp 
(10) 
(11) 
Recall that [ajp[ _ bpj. With the pth component of Bu = p(B)u ,  we obtain 
lajpl uj < ~ bp~j = p(B)up - bppup. 
J#p J#v 
(12) 
Inequalities (10) and (12) imply 
[a~l - 5np I <_ p (B)  - bpp. (13) 
Similarly, with lavjl < bpj and (11) we obtain 
la - appvl < p(B) - bvv. (14) 
Note that [7/I <_ 1. With (6), (13), and (14) we conclude that 
Icr -- apl < p(B)  - bpp. (15) 
That is, a is in the region (4). 
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At last we consider the case when B _> 0 and satisfies the assumption in the statement. 
For arbitrary e > 0, the matrix B(e) = (b~j + e) is positive and satisfies the assumption in 
the statement. Applying the above argument to B(e) and noting that p(B(e)) - (bii + e) - .  
p(B) - bii(e --* 0), we obtain the conclusion of the theorem. 
THEOREM 6. Let the assumptions in Theorem 4 hold. Write l i (B) = p(B) - b~s and 
Vi = [(ai - l i (B))+,  ai +/ i (B ) ] ,  (16) 
where d+ denotes max{0, d} for any real number d. Then 
(a) ali of the singular values are contained in the union of the n intervals Vi : [JSn=l Vi; 
(b) furthermore, if  the union of k of these n intervals forms a (connected) interval V, that is, 
disjoint from a/ / the remaining n - k intervals, then there are precisely k singular values 
of A in (/. 
PROOF. The proof of (a) is the corollary of Theorem 4. The proof of (b) is based on the following 
observations. 
(b.1) Let e 6 [0,1] and A(e) = D+eC,  where D = d iag(an ,a22, . . . ,ann) ,  C = A-D.  Let 
B(e) = G+eF,  where G = diag(bn, b22,..., bn,), F = B-  G. Thus A(0) = D, B(0) = G, 
A(1) = A, and B(1) = B. Obviously, B(e) strongly dominates A(e). According to (a), 
all singular values of A(e) are contained in the union of n intervals Vi(e) = [(as - 
l i (B(e)))+,ai  +/,(B(e))]:  [Jinl Vi(e). For s, t  6 [0,1], s < t, we have p(S(s) )  <_ p(B(t))  
since B(t)  dominates B(s) ,  see [1]. Thus l i (B(s))  <_ l i (B(t))  and Vi(s) _C Vi(t) C 
v (1) - 
(b.2) The singular values of A are continuous functions of the entries of A. The singular values 
of A(0), i.e., ai (i = 1 ,2 , . . . ,n )  satisfy ai 6 Vi (i = 1,2 , . . . ,n) .  
(b.3) When e changes from 0 to 1 continuously, the singular value ai(e) of A(e) changes from 
some aj~ continuously to a(1), one of the singular values of A. 
The remainder is the standard argument of continuity. (Refer to [1].) The details are omitted. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 5. Let a be a singular value of A and x = (x l , . . .  ,Xn) T, y = (Y l , . . .  ,Yn) T 
satisfy (7). Denote wi = max{[xi[, [Yi[}. Let p be an index such that wp = maxl_<i<n{wi}. 
Obviously, wp # O. Let q be an index such that wq = maxi#p{wi}. The pth equations in (7) 
imply 
I xp - appupl <_ la, pl ly l, (17) 
J~p 
jC:p 
Without loss of generality, we suppose Wp = [yp] > [xp[. Then yp # 0. Write ?7 = Xp/yp. 
Inequalities (17) and (18) imply 
yC:p 
[(T - -  app}71Wp < Wq Z [apj[ "< WqSp. 
J#p 
Applying Lemma 1 we have 
la - %1 < sp wq. (19) 
Wp 
If wq = O, then a = av and therefore a is in (5). Now suppose wq # O. With similar arguments 
in deducing (19), we have 
la - aq[ < Sq w-2-p . (20) 
Wq 
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Finally, we obtain 
Theorem 5 is proved. 
l a -av l la -  aq[ < svs q. 
3. APPL ICAT IONS 
Recent results on the estimation for singular values are summarized in [3,5]. In this section, our 
results shall be compared with those in [3,5]. In applying Theorem 4, we say that the matrix B 
dominates A for convenience. 
EXAMPLE 1. Let A = [6 1] 1 2 with singular values a l (A)  = 6.1231,a2(A) = 2.1231. 
L J 
The nonnegative matrix B = [~ 12] with p(B) -- 6.2361 dominates A. Applying Theorem 4, 
J 
we know that all singular values of A are contained in [0, 6.2361]. Therefore amax(A) < 6.2361. 
This is tighter than the estimate amax(A) < X/IIA[[1HAI[oo = 7, which appears in [3]. 
Applying Theorem 4 with another dominating nonnegative matrix B1 = [ ~ ~ ], we know that 
all singular values are in [1, 3] U [5, 7]. Therefore amin > 1. This is the same as tYrnin(A) >_ 
min{ai - (ri + ci)/2} see [3], where ri = ~ j# i  laij[, ci = ~ j# i  [aji[. In [5, Section 7(c)], an upper 
bound for the condition umber is given by 
amax(A) < (IIAlillIA[Io~) 1/2 (21) 
n(A) = amin(A) - min {a~ - (ri + ci)/2}" 
As a result we obtain upper bound of the condition number of A: ~(A) < 6.2361, which is 
tighter than that provided by (21). 
EXAMPLE 2. Let 
A = 10 . 
1 
The singular values of A are 10.2137, 5.9588, and 2.8590. The nonnegative matrix 
B = 10 
1 
with p(B)  = 10.3649 dominates A. We know by Theorem 4 that all singular values of A are 
contained in [0, 10.3649]. Then apply Theorem 4 with another dominating matrix 
[i °1] B1 = 10 . 
1 12 
The Perron root p(B1) = 12.4605. We know that all the singular values of A are contained 
in [2.5395, 12.4605]. 
Finally apply Theorem 6 with dominating nonnegative matrix [1! 0] 
B2 = 10 . 
1 10 
The Perron root p(B2) = 11.4142. We know that all the singular values are contained in 
[1.5858, 4.4142] tA [4.5858, 7.4142] U [8.5858, 11.4142]. Each one of these three intervals contains 
exactly one singular value of A. 
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Applying [3], we obtain amax(A) _< 11.4891 and amin(A) • 2, respectively. Theorems 4 and 6 
provide tighter upper bound: amax(A) _< 10.3649 and lower bound: amin(A) _> 2.5395. 
As a result we obtain an upper bound for the condition umber of A: n(A) < 4.0815, while (21) 
provides that n(A) _< 5.7446. 
Now apply Theorem 5. It can be verified that the region (5) is 
[2.6972, 3.3820] t_J [5.5505, 6.5858] t2 [9.4142, 10.4495], 
and therefore, a(A) _< 3.8742. We obtain a tighter upper bound of the condition number of A. 
Our numerical experience shows that Theorem 5often provides better esults on the upper bounds 
of the condition numbers than Theorem 4. But it needs efforts to solve quadric inequalities to 
obtain the inclusion regions of singular values. It should be pointed out that results in this paper 
do not always provide better esults than [3,5]. One can see this by an instructive xample in [5]. 
EXAMPLE 3. Let 
The smallest singular value a2(A) is then (V~-  1)/2 = 0.6180. By the results in [3] or [4], we 
have a2(A) >_ min{ai - (ri +ci)/2} = 0.5. However, Theorem 5 obviously only provides the trivial 
lower bound of 0 for a2(A). Consider Theorem 4 and let the dominating nonnegative matrix be 
It can be verified that p(B) = [x + y + V/(x - y)2 + 4]/2. In order to obtain nontrivial ower 
bound of a2(A), we must have 
a11 > p(B)  - z ,  322 > p(B)  - y. (23) 
But (23) implies a contradiction: both x > y and y > x. 
4. COMMENTS ON A BRUALDI -TYPE  CONJECTURE 
There is an elegant result on eigenvalues due to Brualdi [1]. 
THEOREM 7. (See [1].) Let A = (aq) E C nxn be weakly irreducible and C(A) be the set of 
nontrivial cycles 7 in the directed graph F(A). Then every eigenvalue of A is contained in the 
region { } U zEC: H Iz -a i i lN  I I  r, . (24) 
In spite that we have Gerschgorin-type, Brauer-type and Ky Fan-type results on singular values, 
we fail to establish the Brualdi-type result on singular values that is analogous to (24). 
EXAMPLE 4. Let [010:1] 
A= 0 0 
0.1 0 
be an irreducible matrix. With the above results Theorems 3, 4, and 6 in hand, one might 
conjecture that we could have results for singular values of A analogous to (24) such as: all of its 
singular values are contained in 
{z > O: [z-O[ 3 _< sls2s3} = [0,0.4642]. (25) 
However, the singular values of A are al = 1, a2 = a3 = 0.1 and (25) fails to contain al. 
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